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(b) The EPA has not issued a list of 
hazardous chemicals subject to report-
ing under this part. A substance is a 
hazardous chemical if it is required to 
have an MSDS and meets the definition 
of hazardous chemical under the OSHA 
regulations found at 29 CFR 
1910.1200(c). 

§ 370.13 What substances are exempt 
from these reporting requirements? 

You do not have to report substances 
for which you are not required to have 
an MSDS under the OSHA regulations, 
or that are excluded from the defini-
tion of hazardous chemical under 
EPCRA section 311(e). Each of the fol-
lowing substances are excluded under 
EPCRA section 311(e): 

(a) Any food, food additive, color ad-
ditive, drug, or cosmetic regulated by 
the Food and Drug Administration. 

(b) Any substance present as a solid 
in any manufactured item to the ex-
tent exposure to the substance does not 
occur under normal conditions of use. 

(c) Any substance to the extent it is 
used: 

(1) For personal, family, or household 
purposes, or is present in the same 

form and concentration as a product 
packaged for distribution and use by 
the general public. Present in the same 
form and concentration as a product 
packaged for distribution and use by 
the general public means a substance 
packaged in a similar manner and 
present in the same concentration as 
the substance when packaged for use 
by the general public, whether or not it 
is intended for distribution to the gen-
eral public or used for the same pur-
pose as when it is packaged for use by 
the general public; 

(2) In a research laboratory or hos-
pital or other medical facility under 
the direct supervision of a technically 
qualified individual; or 

(3) In routine agricultural operations 
or is a fertilizer held for sale by a re-
tailer to the ultimate customer. 

§ 370.14 How do I report mixtures con-
taining hazardous chemicals? 

(a) For a mixture containing a haz-
ardous chemical, use the following 
table to determine if a reporting 
threshold is equaled or exceeded, and 
to determine how to report: 

If your mixture contains a 
hazardous chemical 

To determine if the threshold level for that haz-
ardous chemical is equaled or exceeded you 

must 

If the threshold level for that hazardous chemical 
is exceeded then you must 

(1) That is an EHS .......... Determine the total quantity of the EHS present 
throughout your facility at any one time, by 
adding together the quantity present as a com-
ponent in all mixtures and all other quantities 
of the EHS (you must include the quantity 
present in a mixture even if you are also 
counting the quantity of that particular mixture 
toward the threshold level for that mixture). 

Report the EHS component—submit an MSDS 
for the EHS (or include the EHS on the list of 
chemicals submitted in lieu of the MSDSs), as 
provided under § 370.30, and submit Tier I (or 
Tier II) information for the EHS, as provided 
under § 370.40 or report the mixture itself— 
submit an MSDS for the mixture (or include 
the mixture on the list of chemicals submitted 
in lieu of the MSDSs), as provided under 
§ 370.30, and submit Tier I (or Tier II) informa-
tion for the mixture, as provided under 
§ 370.40. 

If you report the mixture itself, then provide the 
total quantity of that mixture. 

(2) That is not an EHS .... Determine either: The total quantity of the haz-
ardous chemical present throughout your facil-
ity at any one time by adding together the 
quantity present as a component in all mix-
tures and all other quantities of the hazardous 
chemical (you must include the quantity 
present in a mixture even if you are also ap-
plying that particular mixture as a whole to-
ward the threshold level for that mixture) or 
the total quantity of that mixture present 
throughout your facility at any one time. 

Report the non-EHS hazardous chemical compo-
nent—submit an MSDS for the non-EHS haz-
ardous chemical (or include the non-EHS on 
the list of chemicals submitted in lieu of the 
MSDSs), as provided under § 370.30, and 
submit Tier I (or Tier II) information for the 
non-EHS hazardous chemical as provided 
under § 370.40 or report the mixture itself— 
submit an MSDS for the mixture (or include 
the mixture on the list of chemicals submitted 
in lieu of MSDSs), as provided under § 370.30, 
and submit Tier I (or Tier II) information for the 
mixture, as provided under § 370.40. 

If you report the mixture itself, then provide the 
total quantity of that mixture. 
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(b) For each specific mixture, the re-
porting option used must be consistent 
for both MSDS and inventory report-
ing, unless it is not possible to do so. 
This means that if you report on a spe-
cific mixture as a whole for MSDS re-
porting, you must report on that mix-
ture as a whole for inventory reporting 
too (unless it is not possible). MSDS re-
porting and inventory reporting are 
discussed in detail in subpart C of this 
part. 

(c) To determine the quantity of an 
EHS or a non-EHS hazardous chemical 
component present in a mixture, mul-
tiply the concentration of the haz-
ardous chemical component (in weight 
percent) by the weight of the mixture 
(in pounds). You do not have to count 
a hazardous chemical present in a mix-
ture if the concentration is less than or 
equal to 1%, or less than or equal to 
0.1% for a carcinogenic chemical. 

Subpart C—Reporting 
Requirements 

§ 370.20 What are the reporting re-
quirements of this part? 

The reporting requirements of this 
part consist of MSDS reporting and in-
ventory reporting. If you are the owner 
or operator of a facility subject to the 
reporting requirements of this part 
then you must comply with both types 
of reporting requirements. MSDS re-
porting requirements are addressed in 
§§ 370.30 through 370.33. Inventory re-
porting requirements are addressed in 
§§ 370.40 through 370.45. 

HOW TO COMPLY WITH MSDS REPORTING 

§ 370.30 What information must I pro-
vide and what format must I use? 

(a) You must report the hazardous 
chemicals present at your facility that 
meet or exceed the applicable thresh-
old levels (threshold levels are in 
§ 1A370.10) by either: 

(1) Submitting an MSDS for each 
hazardous chemical present at your fa-
cility that meet or exceed its applica-
ble threshold level; or 

(2) Submitting a list of all hazardous 
chemicals present at your facility at or 
above the applicable threshold levels. 
The hazardous chemicals on your list 
must be grouped by Hazard Category as 

defined under § 370.66. The list must 
contain the chemical or common name 
of each hazardous chemical as provided 
on the MSDS. 

(b) Within 30 days of a request by the 
LEPC (as provided in § 370.10(b)), you 
must also submit an MSDS for any 
hazardous chemical present at your fa-
cility for which you have not sub-
mitted an MSDS. 

§ 370.31 Do I have to update the infor-
mation? 

MSDS reporting stated in § 370.30 is a 
one-time requirement. However, you 
must update the information in all of 
the following ways: 

(a) Submit a revised MSDS after you 
discover significant new information 
concerning a hazardous chemical for 
which an MSDS was submitted. 

(b) Submit an MSDS, or a list as de-
scribed in § 370.30(a), for any new haz-
ardous chemical for which you become 
subject to these reporting require-
ments. 

(c) Submit, as requested by the 
LEPC, an MSDS for any hazardous 
chemical present at your facility which 
you have not already submitted, as 
provided in § 370.30(b). 

§ 370.32 To whom must I submit the in-
formation? 

(a) You must submit an MSDS or 
list, as provided in § 370.30(a), to the 
LEPC, the SERC, and the fire depart-
ment with jurisdiction over your facil-
ity. 

(b) You must submit an MSDS re-
quested by the LEPC, as provided in 
§ 370.30(b), to the LEPC. 

§ 370.33 When must I submit the infor-
mation? 

(a) You must submit an MSDS or a 
list, as provided in § 370.30(a), for a haz-
ardous chemical subject to the report-
ing requirements of this part by Octo-
ber 17, 1987, or within 3 months after 
you first become subject to the report-
ing requirements of this part (as pro-
vided in §§ 370.30 and 370.31(b)). 

(b) You must submit a revised MSDS, 
as provided in § 370.31(a), within 3 
months after discovering significant 
new information about a hazardous 
chemical for which an MSDS was sub-
mitted. 
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